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Abstract
Dorsal closure in Drosophila embryos provides an excellent model system for the
analysis of the coordinated cell shape changes and biomechanical processes that drive
morphogenesis. During closure, the dorsal surface of the embryo displays an eye‐shaped
structure consisting of amnioserosa flanked by sheets of lateral epidermis. The canthi
are found at the corners of the eye‐shaped dorsal opening and are the focus of this
dissertation. A synthesis of the four biomechanical processes that contribute to dorsal
closure occurs in each canthus. Apical constrictions of amnioserosa cells and contractile
actomyosin cables provide forces that favor closure. The two opposing sheets of lateral
epidermis that flank the amnioserosa come together in the canthi where they are zipped
together. Zipping at the canthi ensures the formation of a continuous epithelium and
serves to maintain the curvature of the actomyosin cable necessary to resolve force in a
dorsal‐ward direction. This dissertation first describes the formation of the canthi,
particularly interesting due to the radically different tissue organization for germ band
retraction, the preceding stage of development. After canthus ontogeny, I describe
dorsal closure stage canthi in three morphologically and mechanically distinct zones. I
interrogate each zone by both confocal fluorescent microscopy and laser microsurgery to
achieve a thorough visual and mechanical description. Finally, I describe the results of
completely removing both canthi ‐ the lateral epidermis leading edges straighten out, to
become parallel or nearly parallel fronts which move at native or nearly native rates, and
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complete closure at the dorsal midline. Closure, again, proves to be robust and resilient
– it can proceeds without zipping or much if any leading edge curvature that in control
embryos resolves purse string contraction into dorsal‐ward forces. In total, the canthus
proves to be an excellent source for many avenues of investigation with many more
questions left to answer.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Epithelial tissues are found to line the cavities and surfaces of structures throughout our
bodies and those of other animals. Examples of epithelial‐based tissues include the skin,
the gut lining, and the outer surface of the cornea. Epithelia function as selective
barriers to protect an organism (or organ) from disease and the environment and to
allow the passage of nutrients and other essential molecule (Alberts, 2008).

A multi‐cellular organism, complex or simple, must develop from a single cell into a
complex arrangement of epithelia and other tissues and organs that have distinct
architecture and function. This process of cell and tissue shape change is called
morphogenesis (Gilbert, 2000). In order to better understand the nature of embryonic
development as well as that of wound healing and other morphogenetic changes in
developed organisms, we study a particular developmental process of epithelia in
Drosophila embryos called dorsal closure. Dorsal closure is a model morphogenetic
process that allows for study of in vivo biomechanical forces as well as the necessary
molecular components of morphogenesis (Kiehart et al., 2000; Harden, 2002; Gorfinkiel
et al., 2011). This dissertation focuses on the processes that coalesce at a particular
structure called the canthus.
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1.1 Dorsal Closure as a Model System for Cell Sheet
Morphogenesis
The process of dorsal closure ensures that each Drosophila embryo completes
development with a continuous dorsal epithelium. In closure, two opposing sheets of
lateral epidermis surround an eye‐shaped structure that ‘closes’ (Figure 1.1). The two
sheets of lateral epidermis meet at the anterior and posterior extremities of the opening
termed the canthi (the corners of the ‘eye’). The leading edges of lateral epidermis
overlap and adhere to a single‐cell wide strip of cells at the periphery of the amnioserosa
(Kiehart et al., 2000; Wada et al., 2007). As closure occurs, amnioserosa cells contract
apically and contribute to dorsal‐ward movement of the two opposing sheets of lateral
epidermis.

Before closure begins, the amnioserosa and lateral epidermis connect via vertical (dorso‐
ventral) cell boundaries comparable to the intercellular contacts within each individual
tissue. However, as the embryo prepares to undergo closure, extended cell‐cell and cell‐
matrix contacts develop between the juxtaposed row of amnioserosa cells and its
overlying lateral epidermis (Narasimha and Brown, 2004; Laplante and Nilson, 2006;
Wada et al., 2007; Lu et al., submitted). During closure, the amnioserosa cell sheet
becomes more cuboidal, and then columnar, as the apical surfaces of its cells contract
while their total volume is relatively conserved (Figure 1.2).
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During this developmental period, neighboring tissues and cell sheets undergo
morphogenetic processes that can impact dorsal closure. In particular, lateral epidermis
and amnioserosa at the posterior of the dorsal opening interacts with the underlying
tissue of the developing hindgut while the remainder of these tissues adjacent to the
dorsal opening lies closely juxtaposed to the underlying yolk cell (Narasimha and
Brown, 2004; Reed et al., 2004). At the anterior of the embryo, head involution occurs
and the anterior‐most segments translate and envelop the head tissues (Peralta et al.,
2007; VanHook and Letsou, 2008). Finally, directly prior to dorsal closure, deep grooves
form at each of 14 repeating segments in the lateral and ventral epidermis. These
grooves regress over the next several hours via an active sequence of cell shape changes
(Mulinari et al., 2008).

1.2 Dorsal Closure: Biophysical Process of Mechanical
Forces, Tissue Responses
To date, the biomechanical features of dorsal closure have been described by several
groups based on simple geometric observation, tissue response to laser microsurgery
(Kiehart et al., 2000; Hutson et al., 2003; Peralta et al., 2007; Toyama et al., 2008; Ma et al.,
2009), precise dynamics of individual cell shape changes (Fernández et al., 2007;
Gorfinkiel et al., 2009; Solon et al., 2009; Sokolow et al., 2012), and the differences in
these measurements that arise from genetic (Franke et al., 2005; Peralta et al., 2007;
Toyama et al., 2008) or pharmacological (Jankovics and Brunner, 2006) perturbations.
3

While there are multiple quantitative models that describe the specific mechanisms at
play, there is general agreement that four biomechanical processes coordinate to
complete closure and form a seamless epithelium. (1) Apical constrictions of
amnioserosa cells contribute to closure through the forces provided by the contractile
activity of both junctional belts and apical‐medial assemblies of actin and myosin
(Hutson et al., 2003; Franke et al., 2005; Gorfinkiel et al., 2009; Ma et al., 2009; Solon et al.,
2009; David et al., 2010). (2) Contractility in the actomyosin‐rich cables or purse strings
that are found in the leading edges of the lateral epidermal cell sheets also provides
force for closure (Kiehart et al., 2000; Hutson et al., 2003; Franke et al., 2005; Peralta et al.,
2008, see further details of purse string contribution below). (3) The bulk of the lateral
epidermis must be stretched to complete closure: the stiffness of the lateral epidermis,
therefore, contributes a force that opposes closure. (4) Zipping of the lateral epidermal
cell sheets at each canthus is an integral part of closure and is essential for the end stages
of closure – it ensures segmentally differentiated cells appropriately match from
opposing sides and is a key step in forming a seamless dorsal epithelium (Jacinto et al.,
2000; Millard and Martin, 2008; Gettings et al., 2010). In addition, zipping may
contribute to the bulk of closure by maintaining the curvature of the supracellular purse
strings (Hutson et al., 2003; Peralta et al., 2007). While all four of these processes are
involved in successful closure, controversy exists regarding the relative contribution of
each. Moreover, a number of studies demonstrate that no one process is absolutely
required for closure: thus when the integrity of the purse strings, the amnioserosa or
4

zipping is repeatedly compromised, closure can proceed, indicating the resilience of the
process (Kiehart et al., 2000; Hutson et al., 2003; Peralta et al., 2007; Rodriguez‐Diaz et
al., 2008).

Initially, the mechanics of closure were described in reference to laser perturbations of
the relevant tissues (Kiehart et al., 2000; Hutson et al., 2003). Ablating the lateral
epidermis, the amnioserosa or the purse string revealed that each tissue is under tension
during closure (Kiehart et al., 2000). With more precise laser microsurgery, a study of
the specific relative recoil of each tissue after ablation and the subsequent geometry
generated stress ladders that relate the magnitudes of the various forces per unit area
(i.e., the stresses) that drive closure. The ladder compares the driving stresses to the
viscous drag under the regime of low Reynolds number where viscous forces are >105
times greater than inertial forces (Purcell, 1977).

This stress ladder, recently re‐evaluated to account for three‐dimensional curvature in
the purse strings, is bounded by ~510:380:130:1  LE:AS:T:bv  ~490:380:110:1 and
follows the force balance equation ASdsAS + T ‐ LEdsLE = bv (Hutson et al., 2003; Peralta
et al., 2007; Lu et al., submitted). LE and AS are the stresses (forces per unit length)
acting on the leading edge of the lateral epidermis and provided by the lateral epidermis
and the amnioserosa, respectively. T is the tension in the purse string/actomyosin‐rich
cable and is resolved in the direction of closure by, the curvature of the cable ( = 1/r, r
is the radius of a circular arc fit to the cable – note T has units of stress). bv is the drag
5

acting on a unit length of the leading edge where b is the drag coefficient and v is the
velocity of the leading edge. Note from the stress ladder that the sum of AS + T is
slightly larger than LE, thereby ensuring that leading edges move dorsally (Hutson et
al., 2003).

1.3 The Canthus as a Focus of Activity from the
Amnioserosa, Lateral Epidermis, Purse String and
Leading Edge Protrusions
Though the canthus terminology was coined in Hutson, et al., it has been a focus of
interest for much longer. Dorsal closure is not only a great model of cell sheet
morphogenesis for its coordinated set of individual cell shape changes and interactions –
it also illustrates how epithelial sheets interact, adhere, and form a continuous
epithelium from two separate sheets (Kiehart et al., 2000; Harden, 2002; Gorfinkiel et al.,
2011).

One feature of this interaction is the interweaving of actin‐based protrusions from each
leading edge. The protrusions take the form of either filopodia, relatively thin long
extensions of bundled actin, or lamellipodia where multiple long actin bundles are
found amongst a broader mesh of actin, all surrounded by plasma membrane. Some
initial studies that focus on filopodia and zipping hypothesized that the two main
functions of these protrusions were: (1) to help pull leading edges together at the end
stages of closure, and (2) to contribute to signaling and potentially the production of
6

force responsible for correct segment matching between opposing epithelial sheets
(Jacinto et al., 2000).

Chapter 2 of this dissertation takes a closer look at the canthus, from a study of canthus
formation to canthus structure and function during dorsal closure. Chapter 3 explores
the consequences of completely removing both canthi in the dorsal opening. In total, the
experiments and observations related here prove the canthus to be an excellent source
for current and future studies of epithelial morphogenesis and cell sheet interactions.

7

Figure 1.1: Dorsal Closure
A time lapsed series of micrographs of the dorsal side of an embryo whose genotype is
DE‐cadherin‐GFP. Time is hr:min, scale bar measures 10 microns.
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Figure 1.2: The Three‐dimensional Aspects of Dorsal Closure
The end of the dorsal opening of an embryo in which the anterior canthus is forming.
The bottom panels are projections of multiple optical sections of the embryo (embryo is
gently flattened against a glass coverslip and viewed from its dorsal side). Each panel is
assembled from multiple z‐slices. The top panels are cross sections from the
corresponding projected image below, the shown xz planes were assembled from the
stack of images taken for the projected image. Time is shown in hr:min from the first
image taken during this experiment.
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Chapter 2: Structure, Function, and Formation of
Canthi
2.1 Introduction
Prior to dorsal closure, the Drosophila embryo undergoes a drastic morphological change
where the dorsally extended germ band retracts and leaves behind an approximately
oval‐shaped amnioserosa (Figure 2.1). The period of development between the end
stages of germ band retraction and when closure has begun in earnest is occupied by
several progressive changes in tissue morphology and behavior (Kiehart et al., 2000).
During germ band retraction, there is a scalloped appearance to the edges of lateral
epidermis that are juxtaposed to the amnioserosa. During the transition to closure, the
scalloped edges fluctuate with the contraction and relaxation of the apical surfaces of
neighboring amnioserosa cells. The leading edges gradually smooth out as F‐actin and
myosin II accumulate and resolve into the supracellular purse strings that will
contribute force to closure. At the same time, filopodia and lamellipodia appear at the
leading edges while the most posterior and anterior points of the dorsal opening form
canthi. It is at these canthi where opposing leading edges meet and seam together as the
leading edges make a concerted advance toward the midline. This chapter focuses on
both the formation of these canthi and their structure and function during dorsal
closure.
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Once the canthi form and are able to effect zipping, each of the key components of
dorsal closure coalesce at the canthi where integration of their functions concludes in a
segmentally aligned connection between previously separate sheets of lateral epidermis
(see Chapter 1, Figure 1.2). These components include amnioserosa cells that apically
constrict, surrounding lateral epidermis sheets that resist closure, lateral epidermal
leading edges that contract along actomyosin supracellular purse strings, and actin‐
based protrusions from the leading edge that intermesh and mediate zipping at the
closing corners of the dorsal opening (Kiehart et al., 2000; Harden, 2002; Gorfinkiel et al.,
2011).

This chapter provides insight into the complex structure and function of the canthi.
First, I examine the formation or ontogeny of each canthus after germ band retraction
completes and leaves both prospective canthus regions needing to undergo substantial
morphological changes in order to form mature canthi that can effect zipping.
Following this ontological analysis, I describe the morphology of the mature canthi.
This provides the basis for the subsequent analysis of canthus function with each
canthus component contributing to the robust and resilient process of zipping. These
studies in total provide insight into the sources of zipping failure in various mutants or
pharmacologically challenged embryos and potentially inform us as to how the canthus
can compensate for various missing components.

11

2.2 The Canthus Forms
Prior to dorsal closure, germ band retraction ends 1.5‐2 hours before closure starts. The
retracted germ band leaves the amnioserosa entirely exposed at the dorsal surface
where, from the perspective of a dorsal projection, it covers ~80% of the surface. The
canthi are formed via rearrangements in the amnioserosa and the epidermis that occur
in the 1.5‐2 hour interval between the end of germ band retraction and the onset of
closure (Figure 2.1). Directly after germ band retraction, neither ‘pro‐canthus’ region (the
tissues in the region where the dorsal closure canthi subsequently form) is in a
conformation that results in zipping. Neither pro‐canthus region has structured
actomyosin purse strings that could pull lateral epidermal cells into the canthus for
zipping. Neither region has a substantial density of filopodia or lamellipodia
protruding from the leading edges of the lateral epidermis (Figure 2.2). At this point the
amnioserosa has not yet begun to translate beneath the lateral epidermis and thus its
interface with the lateral epidermis is a short lateral connection perpendicular to the
surface of the embryo (refer to Figure 2.3 for images before and after translation).
Finally, the cells of the anterior and posterior epidermis are isotropically polygonal – not
elongated in one particular direction or another (Figure 2.3). Each of these tissues, along
with several other aspects of the embryo, undergoes dramatic morphological changes to
form canthi in the two hours following germ band retraction and leading up to dorsal
closure (e.g. see Figure 1.2).
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At the end of germ band retraction, cells in the lateral epidermis can easily be
distinguished from cells in the amnioserosa by their size and shape. Overall, the
amnioserosa has a rowboat shape and because of the curvature of the embryo cannot be
imaged in a single plane. The anterior and posterior ends of the amnioserosa have
substantially different shapes and as described below, canthus formation at either end is
distinct.

2.2.1 Formation of the Anterior Canthus
At the anterior end of the amnioserosa the pro‐canthus region of the dorsal and lateral
epidermis includes two scalloped lateral leading edges contacting the anterior tissue
found in the head segment (procephalon) of the embryo (Figure 2.3). Initially, the two
leading edges of lateral epidermis are separated from one another by ~50 microns with
5‐6 amnioserosa cells spanning the gap and opposed to anterior dorsal epidermis
(thereby deliniating the ‘stern’ of a rowboat‐shaped amnioserosa at the anterior end of
the embryo). In other words, some epidermis from the dorsal medial procephalon (dmp)
directly abuts the amnioserosa to form the transom of the rowboat.

As opposing leading edges are brought toward the dorsal midline, amnioserosa cells
both re‐arrange themselves and reduce their apical surface area such that fewer (by half,
e.g., 3 of 6) remain directly adjacent to the dmp. Also, during this time, the gnathal
segments (mandible, maxillary, labial) are separate laterally but have fused dorsally into
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what becomes the dorsal ridge. The dorsal ridge leads the process of head involution
which internalizes head segments (a derived trait of insects).

During canthus formation, the dorsal ridge is interrupted by the dmp and can be seen
on the left and right side of the dmp as a small strip of GFP‐actin expressing cells in
Figure 2.3. As the amnioserosa cells and the adjacent dmp cells rearrange themselves
and reduce in number, the two separate dorsal ridge section come together and create a
complete ridge across the dorsal surface before zipping and dorsal closure begins. Note
the completed dorsal ridge followed by zippered lateral epidermis from the T1 segment
in the left panels of (A) and (B) in Figure 2.3. In both left panels, dorsal closure has
begun with lateral epidermal cells from T1. The posterior half of T1 (expressing GFP‐
actin) has entered the dorsal closure canthus with underlying amnioserosa cells and
interacting leading edges.

The amnioserosa undergoes an interesting transformation during the time when the
canthi are forming. Initially, the flat squamous amnioserosa cells lie adjacent to the
lateral epidermal cells as shown in the cross section of a canthus formation stage embryo
in the left panel of Figure 2.3 (C). The amnioserosa cells are highlighted with GFP‐actin
expression that fills the cytoplasm. When dorsal closure begins, the cuboidal to
columnar amnioserosa cells have constricted apical surface areas and the lateral surfaces
of the peripheral amnioserosa cells extend beneath the leading edge lateral epidermal
cells. The right panel of (B) and (C) in Figure 2.3 shows that the peripheral amnioserosa
14

cells have translated beneath the leading edge and anterior seamed portion of lateral
epidermis.

2.2.2 Formation of the Posterior Canthus
At the posterior, canthus formation begins from a different tissue arrangement than at
the anterior. As germ band retraction completes, there is a deep cleft in the most
posterior epidermal tissue (see panel (A) in Figure 2.4). This cleft is attributable to the
amnioproctodeal invagination and its antecedent the posterior midgut invagination.
Directly after germ band retraction completes, the pro‐canthus is within microns of the
most posterior tip (as visible from a dorsal perspective of the entire dorsal opening on a
micrograph) of the embryo. The posterior cleft is shallow adjacent to the amnioserosa
and becomes deeper and deeper toward the end of the embryo. At this time, the pro‐
canthus region includes the meeting of two leading edges of lateral epidermis with little
(if any) actin accumulation – i.e., there are no ‘purse strings’ along the leading edges yet.
The F‐actin localized to the leading edge appears equivalent to that at all other apical cell
boundaries of leading edge cells (data not shown). However, the leading edge creates a
linear margin between the amnioserosa and lateral epidermis. Unlike at the anterior,
this leading edge is not scalloped and the two leading edges meet at the dorsal midline
to delineate the pointed bow of the rowboat‐shaped amnioserosa at its posterior end
which contrasts the blunt interface between the amnioserosa and the dmp at the anterior
end of the embryo.
15

Next, cells from either side of the cleft come together and meet along the dorsal midline.
This short juxtaposition of cells forms posterior to the early pro‐canthus ((A), Figure 2.4)
Once the cells meet along this juxtaposition they elongate in an A/P direction. This
elongation occurs primarily along the cell boundaries that are directly involved in the
juxtaposition ((A) and (A’), Figure 2.4). This meeting and then cell elongation in the A/P
direction are subsequently referred to as ‘posterior rushing’ because, in time‐lapsed
video, the cells appear to ‘rush’ or flow in a posterior direction.

Posterior spiracle cells are already specified prior to canthus formation. Through the
course of canthus formation, the spiracles translate from more lateral positions
(generally out of the focus range necessary to capture the entire canthus) toward each
other on the dorsal side of the embryo until the edges of the mounds of cells that
surround each spiracle ‘meet’ at the midline. The closely juxtaposed spiracles and
surrounding tissue then migrate posteriorly.

During posterior spiracle (and surrounding tissue) migration toward the midline, the
cells between the spiracles (the intervening cells) become ‘depressed’ and ‘squeezed
down’ into the embryo. These intervening cells (posterior to the forming canthus) also
appear to be undergoing ‘posterior rushing’. The epidermis on either side of the
depressing cells meets at the midline and immediately begins a seam‐like process. This
process is not actual zippering, there are no purse strings at the ‘leading edges’ and
while there are a few protrusions, there is no inflection in the leading edges to signify
16

the strengthening of interwoven protrusions interacting. This seam‐like process runs
swiftly, followed by a ‘pause’ before true zippering begins in the anterior half of
abdominal segment 8 (includes the posterior spiracles). This ‘seam’ may be a
consequence of our imaging preparation – gentle flattening of the dorsal side of the
embryo may force the mounds of spiracle tissue against one another.

The timing of anterior vs. posterior canthus formation can vary depending on genetic
background. In ubi‐DE‐cadherin‐GFP embryos, the posterior canthus consistently
begins zipping before the anterior canthus. In sGMCA embryos, either canthus has
approximately equal probability of zipping first. It remains an open research question
as to what significance, if any, this difference holds for understanding dorsal closure and
the morphogenetic process that precede it.

2.3 Canthus Structure and Function: Three ‘Zones’ in
Space and Time
During closure, the leading edges of lateral epidermis contain actomyosin‐rich purse
strings that move closer to one another and, at either end, become incorporated into the
canthi. The following section details canthus structure and function. We describe five
spatially and temporally distinct zones that characterize the canthi and adjacent
structures during closure. Two of these zones, the proximal free leading edge (here, we
use proximal and distal in reference to middle of embryo) and the distal seamless
epithelium are not part of the canthus, per se, but instead serve to define its limits.
17

Leading edges proceed through the three zones spatially and temporally as the embryo
progresses toward seamlessness (see diagram and micrograph in Figure 2.5). Zone 1
describes where protrusions from the free edges begin to interact with one another. In
Zone 2, these and additional interactions form a network of filopodia and lamellipodia.
Here, the close knit network renders individual protrusions difficult to impossible to
resolve. In Zone 3, an edge to edge seam develops. The transition from free leading
edge, through canthus Zones 1, 2, and 3, produces the complete, segment‐matched and
seamless epithelium that ultimately covers the entire dorsal surface of the embryo. The
transitions between ‘zones’, however, are not sharp or perfectly well defined.

2.3.1 Free Leading Edge Zone Displays Dynamic Actin-Based
Protrusions
Upon the onset of closure and throughout its duration, filopodia and lamellipodia make
up an integral part of the leading edges of lateral epidermis. While their function along
the free leading edges has yet to be discerned, they serve an obvious function in the
canthi, as will be discussed below.

2.3.2 Canthus Zone 1: Transient Interactions of Filopodia and
Lamellipodia
The free leading edges become part of Zone 1 of the both the anterior and posterior
canthi when filopodia and lamellipodia from opposing edges begin to interact. These
transient filopodial contacts indicate the most proximal limit of Zone 1. Actin‐based
projections in this region often pass by one another, apparently without influencing each
18

other. To some extent, the distance between the edges explains the lack of interaction
between opposing projections. The most proximal part of Zone 1 includes leading edges
separated by ~10‐15 microns, a distance not sufficiently close to one another to allow
connections between opposing projections of average length (~5‐8microns each). Some
filopodia do appear to physically touch, though no stable connections form. At this
stage, the underlying amnioserosa cells are elongate in the anterior/posterior dimension
and protrude from under the lateral epidermis (i.e., they have some exposed apical
surface). The time‐lapsed series in Figure 2.6 (Canthus Zone 1) illustrates filopodia near‐
misses and transient interactions.

Mechanically, the leading edge in Zone 1 requires the active contractility of zip/MyoII
(presumably in the purse string) to pull it into more distal parts of the canthus (Franke et
al., 2005). It is also the location along the free leading edge where the majority of leading
edge length loss occurs (Peralta et al., 2008). The curved leading edges that characterize
early closure form a straight line once they reach the dorsal midline, the excess length
has to be accounted for by shortening.

In order to further investigate the mechanical properties of this and other canthus zones,
we implemented a mechanical jump protocol (Hutson et al., 2003) whereby a
microsurgical laser was used to ablate a small region in the amnioserosa adjacent to
Zone1. The effects of these ablations are shown in Figure 2.7. This ablation protocol
distinguishes canthus Zone 1 from Zone2: in Zone 1, the leading edges – despite having
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some filopodial connections – separate when the amnioserosa is cut and the lateral
epidermal sheets spring apart. In contrast, the leading edges in canthus Zone 2 remain a
constant distance apart. We conclude that the transient interactions between actin‐based
projections in Zone 1 do not create a stable connection between the two leading edges.
However, the meshwork of intermingled filopodia and lamellipodia in Zone 2 resist
stretching to hold the lateral epidermal sheets together (see below).

Previous studies of leading edge filopodia and lamellipodia during dorsal closure have
speculated that interactions between these projections play both mechanical (drawing
cell sheets together) and signaling (transmitting signals between opposing sheets to
align segments) roles in dorsal closure (Jacinto et al., 2000). The above characterization
of Zone 1 indicates that the initial interactions between filopodia and lamellipodia that
occur in Zone 1 contribute to the earliest mechanical connections between converging
lateral epidermal sheets, but they are not sufficiently strong to maintain tension
following ablation of the amnioserosa. These initial interactions may also mediate
signaling events that occur between converging cell sheets. As such, they potentially
prime and trigger the more pronounced interweaving of cellular projections (Zone 2)
that subsequently develop into a seam (Zone 3, see below).

2.3.3 Canthus Zone 2: Robust Meshwork of Interwoven Filopodia
and Lamellipodia
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In Zone 2, the two converging sheets are brought in close apposition to one another.
Filopodia and lamellipodia intermingle to form an increasingly dense mesh that spans a
constant gap between epidermal sheets. In this zone, which extends along the dorsal
midline, several interesting events collaborate to ensure accurate segmental alignment –
an essential task as the opposing lateral epidermal sheets establish their intra‐segmental
identity before dorsal closure (Millard and Martin, 2008; Gettings et al., 2010).

Indeed, the meshwork of filopodia and lamellipodia in Zone 2 holds the two converging
cell sheets in close apposition to one another. Nevertheless, they provide a linkage that
is sufficiently flexible to allow opposing cell sheets to precisely adjust opposing cell
alignments along the dorsal midline. This enables accurate matching along the
anterior/posterior axis (Figure 2.8, segments slide along one another before the final
match is made).

2.3.4 Canthus Zone 3: Most Distal Canthus Forms Visible Factin-rich Seam Structure
In Zone 3, the cells of opposing cell sheets move so close to one another that individual
purse strings cannot be resolved and are gradually replaced by an actin‐rich seam. The
underlying amnioserosa cells become reduced to have mere slits of apical surface and
their cell boundaries are elongated in the anterior/posterior dimension (Fig. 2.9, F‐actin
labeling shows prominent seam apically and slight separation beneath).

2.3.5 The Seamless Epithelium
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Toward the ends of the embryo, distal to Canthus Zone 3, the actomyosin‐rich purse
strings, filopodia, lamellipodia, and dense actin‐rich seam are disassembled. The dorsal
surface of the embryo becomes truly seamless with no discernible evidence of the
complicated structures that characterize the canthi in Zones 1 through 3.
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2.4 Discussion
Dorsal closure is an important morphological movement and developmental process
that ensures an intact epithelium that protects the inner larval tissues from the outside
world. Not only is it important for the successful completion of development of the
embryonic form into its larval form, the process is also an excellent model for
morphogenetic movements across evolution and development (Kiehart et al., 2000;
Harden, 2002; Gorfinkiel et al., 2011). The mechanisms at play to execute zipping
include coordination between amnioserosa cell apical constrictions, lateral epidermal
leading edge supracellular purse string contraction, and canthus cell actin‐based
protrusion interweaving.

The study of canthus formation allows a more complete understanding of the structure
and function of the canthus. The canthus forms after the completion of germ band
retraction – which leaves the embryo in a state incapable of zipping at either end of the
amnioserosa. The processes of canthus formation are distinct between the anterior and
posterior canthi. The anterior canthus begins with a ‘flat’ region of amnioserosa
abutting head tissue that eventually ‘squeezes out’ of the surface to bring the separate
leading edges together from quite a distance – in order to allow zipping. The posterior,
in contrast, already has ‘leading edges’ in contact in a pseudo‐canthus configuration.
However, zipping does not occur at this end until a few rounds of cells are pulled into
and then distributed past, posteriorly, that pseudo‐canthus corner. This posterior cell‐
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pulling and distribution moves more than one segment of cells to the posterior
epidermis and true zipping (with developed purse strings, filopodia, lamellipodia and
underlying amnioserosa) begins in the anterior half of segment A8.

Here we found that the canthus structure and function during dorsal closure could be
described by a three zone model. Each zone is morphologically and functionally distinct
from each other – though the boundaries between zones are not precise.

The three zones are functionally distinct and set between two regions that define the
functional canthus. The boundaries of the canthus are the proximal free leading edges
that do not interact directly with one another and the distal seamless epithelium. Zone 1
occurs where leading edges begin to interact. These interactions are more dense and
stable in Zone 2. Zone 3 describes the canthus region where the two leading edges are
no longer resolvable as separate edges. Mechanical jump experiments show that Zone 1
connections do not resist recoil and connections in Zone 2‐3 and beyond remain stable.
Despite this stable connection between leading edges, the recoil‐resistant Zone 2
undergoes ‘segmental sliding’ – the precise mechanism remains under investigation – to
match up segments just right.

If either canthus formation or canthus function during dorsal closure is disrupted– as
can occur in various genetic, pharmacologic or laser perturbed embryos – closure may
proceed. Closure in such embryos entails inefficient zipping from the canthi or no
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zipping at all. Further, and remarkably, the embryo can ‘zip’ from interior connections
between opposing cell sheets (Hutson et al., 2003; Peralta et al., 2007) – i.e., canthi can
form de novo. These observations further support the emerging picture that closure is a
truly robust and resilient process that can compensate for remarkable challenges to its
main components and their functions. The net result is a complete, well‐matched, and
seamless dorsal epidermis.
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Figure 2.1: Germ Band Retraction Leads to Canthus Formation and Dorsal Closure
Two embryos show different views of the transition between germ band retraction and
dorsal closure. Both embryos ubiquitously express GFP‐moeABD to label F‐actin and
are shown as projections of multiple images taken at different z‐planes. Arrows in first
panel of (A) and (B) point to the amnioproctodeal cleft at the margin of the retracting
germband. Time shown in hours:min from first frame dorsal closure in the timelapse.
Scale bar applies to both (A) and (B) and measures 10 microns. For intermediate steps in
germ band retraction, see Figure 1 in Kiehart et al., 2000.
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Figure 2.2: Filopodia Density Increases with Canthus Formation
Micrographs of an embryo expressing GFP‐actin in the epidermis via e22c‐GAL4. The
left panel shows an embryo during canthus formation that displays few actin‐based
protrusions at its leading edge relative to the panel on the right that was taken during
dorsal closure. Time is shown as hour:min from the first frame of dorsal closure. Scale
bar is 10 microns.
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Figure 2.3: Anterior Canthus Formation
Micrographs of embryos early in canthus formation and then in dorsal closure. (A, A’)
This embryo ubiquitously expresses DE‐cadherin‐GFP and expresses GFP‐actin in the
lateral epidermis in stripes via ftz‐GAL4. (A) shows GFP‐actin expressing cells on either
side of the dmp that will complete the dorsal ridge. (A’) shows the completed dorsal
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ridge (dr) followed by zippered lateral epidermis from the T1 segment. (B, B’) This
embryo expresses GFP‐moeABD ubiquitously labeling F‐actin and expresses GFP‐actin
in the amnioserosa cells via c381‐GAL4. (B) shows amnioserosa cells that abut the dmp
and the scalloped leading edge. (B’) shows an embryo in dorsal closure. (C, C’) Cross
sectional views of locations marked with white lines on the panels above. (C) and (C’)
show a embryo in the canthus formation and dorsal closure stages, respectively. (D, D’)
shows the inverse of the same image as in (C, C’) with amniosersa cells (as) shown in
orange, lateral epidermal cells (le) shown in green, and the vitelline membrane traced in
blue. Cell outlines follow approximate cell boundaries.
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Figure 2.4: Posterior Canthus Formation
Micrographs from a timelapse of the posterior of an embryo ubiquitously expressing
DE‐cadherin‐GFP and expressing GFP‐actin in a segmental pattern via ftz‐GAL4. (A)
Images showing before, during, and after the first posterior rushing occurs that
translates A9 epidermis from the leading edge to posterior epidermis. (A’) Images
showing first posterior rushing movement in more detail with a single cell marked in
each time point (white dot). (B) Images shown before, during, and after the second
posterior rushing that translates a portion of the A8 epidermis to the posterior and
draws the posterior spiracles closure toward the midline. (B’) Greater detail images of
the second posterior rushing movement with a single cell marked in each panel with a
small white dot. Time is shown from first panel of figure in (A) as hour:min. Scale bars
apply to panels in the same row and measure 10 microns.
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Figure 2.5: Three Characteristic Canthus Zones
(A) A diagram of the three characteristic canthus zones showing relative distance
between leading edges and frequency and interactivity of actin based protrusions in
each zone. (B) The dorsal surface of an embryo expressing GFP‐actin in the epidermis
via e22c‐GAL4. This micrograph shows a typical canthus during dorsal closure with
free leading edges transitioning to the transient interactions between filopodia in Zone 1.
The region beyond these transient interactions shows nearly parallel leading edges and
containing more stable filopodia/lamellipodia interactions than in Zone1. Zone 3 occurs
just beyond those interactions when the two leading edges are no longer resolvable as
separate fluorescent cell boundaries. The far right of the micrograph also shows a few
microns of seamless epithelium.
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Figure 2.6: Canthus Zone 1: Opposing Filopodia Interactions are Transient
Two different time lapse series are shown from a single embryo expressing GFP‐actin in
the epidermis via e22c‐GAL4, both showing detailed views from the anterior canthus,
Zone 1. Each frame represents a maximum projection of five frames taken at different
levels in the z‐dimension. (A) Two filopodia are marked by an arrow (filopodia starts to
the left of its neighbor) and an arrowhead (filopodia starts to the right of its neighbor).
Notice typical filopodial waving behavior of the filopodia marked with the arrowhead
as it appears to interact with, then pass by the filopodia marked by an arrow. The
filopodia marked by the arrow ends the time lapse to the right of the arrowhead‐marked
filopodia. The inset of individual images at different z‐planes in the fourth frame in the
time series reveals that these two filopodia do not, in fact, interact. The two filopodia
pass by one another, the arrow marked filopodia passing deeper in the z‐dimension
(toward the embryo core) than the arrowhead marked filopodia. (B) A second example
of transient interactions between filopodia in Zone 1. The upper filopodium (arrowhead)
lengthens and transiently interacts with lower filopodium (arrow) then waves back
toward upper leading edge. The inset of individual images at different z‐planes in the
second frame of the time lapse shows the close juxtaposition of the two filopodia. Time
is shown as min:sec, though the frame rate (individual images recorded every 2 seconds,
a single stack of images recorded every 10 seconds) does not support significant digits to
the single second. The scale bar for the main panels of (A) and (B) is 10 microns long,
inset scale bars are 2 microns long.
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Figure 2.7: Mechanical Jump Experiment Breaks Filopodia Connections in Zone 1
This time lapse series from a single embryo expressing GFP‐actin in the epidermis via
e22c‐GAL4, shows detailed views from the anterior canthus, Zones 1‐3. The first frame
represents a maximum projection of five frames taken at different levels in the z‐
dimension; the other two frames are images of single z‐planes taken at different times.
Time is shown as min:sec, though the frame rate does not support significant digits to
the single second.
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Figure 2.8: Segment Misalignment is Corrected in Zone 2
This time lapse series from a single embryo expressing the actin‐binding domain of
moesin tagged with GFP (GFP‐moeABD) in the epidermis via en‐GAL4, and via the
ubiquitously expressing spaghetti squash promoter (sGMCA). This time lapse shows
detailed views from the canthus, Zone 1‐3. Each frame represents a maximum projection
of 3 frames taken at different levels in the z‐dimension.
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Figure 2.9: Canthus Zone 3: Seam Appears ʹSeamlessʹ at Surface, Still Separate Below
Micrographs show the dorsal surface of an embryo expressing GFP‐actin in epidermis
via e22c‐GAL4. Image frames include only the center of the dorsal surface where
closure finishes. Closure appears complete at the apical surface – no space between
opposing lateral epidermal edges (see frame ‘0.0um’). Images taken at z‐slices deeper
into the embryo (‘0.8um’ and ‘2.8um’) show some separation between lateral epidermal
sheets just below apical surface (Arrow). Scale bar measures 10 microns.
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Chapter 3: Complete Canthi Removal Causes Novel
Leading Edge Geometry and Closure Continues
3.1 Introduction
The coordinated cell shape changes and tissue movements of morphogenesis create
complex multicellular organisms in a robust and resilient fashion. Tracking the
geometry of specific cell shape changes and movements (kinematics) and experimental
manipulation of the processes that specify and drive such movements combine to reveal
the biomechanical forces (dynamics) that drive cell sheet movements for the formation
of complex tissue structures (Keller et al., 2003; Lecuit et al., 2011). The mechanisms that
allow morphogenesis to be robust and resilient in the face of natural (e.g., environmental
and genetic) and experimental challenges are not fully understood.

Dorsal closure in Drosophila embryos provides an excellent model system for cell sheet
morphogenesis (Harden, 2002; Harris et al., 2009; Belacortu and Paricio, 2011; Gorfinkiel
et al., 2011; Lu et al., submitted). Individual cells are easily tracked with fluorescence
time‐lapse microscopy and the process of dorsal closure is readily manipulable using a
variety of approaches (reviewed most recently in Gorfinkiel et al., 2011). A number of
key molecular players that are required for dorsal closure have been identified
genetically (Harris et al., 2009; Belacortu and Paricio, 2011) and the relative forces that
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are required for closure have been defined using biophysical approaches (see below,
Kiehart et al., 2000; Hutson et al., 2003; Peralta et al., 2007; Toyama et al., 2008; Sokolow
et al., 2012). Recently, various quantitative models of closure have begun to emerge
(Hutson et al., 2003; Peralta et al., 2008; Gorfinkiel et al., 2009; Layton et al., 2009; Solon
et al., 2009; Almeida et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2012).

As described in Chapter 1, four biomechanical processes contribute to closure including:
apical constrictions of amnioserosa cells, contractility in the supracellular purse strings
of the lateral epidermal leading edges, resistance to stretching in the bulk of the lateral
epidermis, and zipping at the canthi. In addition to its role in ensuring a seamless
dorsal epithelium, zipping may contribute to the bulk of closure by maintaining the
curvature of the supracellular purse strings (Hutson et al., 2003; Peralta et al., 2007). All
four of these processes are involved in successful closure, though no one process is
absolutely required for closure. Dorsal closure is a robust and resilient process; closure
can proceed when the purse strings, the amnioserosa or zipping is compromised.

The stress ladders described in Chapter 1 relate the magnitudes of the various stresses
that drive closure and compare them to viscous drag under the regime of low Reynolds
number (where inertial forces are negligible compared to viscous forces). For reference,
the stress ladder is bounded by ~510:380:130:1  LE:AS:T:bv  ~490:380:110:1 and
follows the force balance equation ASdsAS + T ‐ LEdsLE = bv (Hutson et al., 2003; Lu et al.,
submitted; Peralta et al., 2007). The variables shown are defined as follows: LE, stress
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acting on the leading edge of the lateral epidermis; AS, stress provided by the
amnioserosa; T, tension in the purse string/actomyosin‐rich cable;, curvature of the
cable resolves T in the direction of closure; and bv drag acting on a unit length of the
leading edge (drag coefficient, b and velocity of the leading edge, v). It is important to
note that each of the stresses, LE, AS, and T, is two to three orders of magnitude larger
than their sum (AS and T collaborate to drive closure, LE resists it). In addition, T is
the largest force present (4 to 18 times bigger than ASdsAS), though only a fraction of this
force is resolved in the direction of movement such that the net force provided by the
purse strings and the amnioserosa are approximately equivalent (Hutson et al., 2003).

The force due to zipping is not determined with the methods used to produce this force
ladder nor, to our knowledge, can it be measured with other approaches that are
currently available. Nonetheless, the kinematics of zipping have been described both
qualitatively and quantitatively (Jacinto et al., 2000; Jankovics and Brunner, 2006; Peralta
et al., 2008). Zipping is impaired without myosin II function in leading edge cells in the
canthus region (Franke et al., 2005). This implies either that contractility in the purse
strings is actively required for zipping or is required to maintain the geometry of the
leading edge cells so that they can be properly incorporated into the canthi.
Measurements of groups of leading edge cells during closure revealed that net
constriction of the purse strings occurs not in the bulk of the purse strings, but rather
almost exclusively in the canthi (Peralta et al., 2008). This suggests that forces for
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zipping might be considered as due to two discrete molecular processes: drawing the
leading edges into the seams (with forces expected to be comparable to that provided by
T, the tension in the purse string, Peralta et al., 2008) and holding the cell sheets
together.

Despite evidence for the importance of zipping for native (surgically unperturbed)
closure, dorsal‐ward progress of the leading edge of the lateral epidermis is un‐impeded
when zipping is compromised. We previously used single and double ‘canthus
nicking’ protocols (repeated ablation of amnioserosa cells near one or both canthi,
Hutson et al., 2003; Peralta et al., 2007) to inhibit zipping. In the region where
amnioserosa cells remained intact, closure proceeded, remarkably at near native rates.
Moreover, as closure progressed, the curvatures of the contractile purse strings/actin
cables were dramatically altered, creating a horizontal hourglass‐like geometry where
opposing leading edge cells were closest to one another near the midpoint between
anterior and posterior ends of the dorsal opening. With this geometry, purse string
contractility opposes, rather than favors, closure. In response, forces produced by the
amnioserosa were upregulated and closure proceeded at near native rates (Hutson et al.,
2003; Peralta et al., 2007). This rate of closure occurred even in the presence of
additional opposing forces provided by the inverted curvature of the purse
strings/actomyosin‐rich cables. The mechanism by which inhibiting zipping in double
nicking experiments results in amnioserosa force upregulation remains unclear, though
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there is a correlation between upregulation and an increase in the rate of apoptosis in the
amnioserosa (Peralta et al., 2007; Toyama et al., 2008).

Here, we examine the role of the canthus and zipping in closure with a new
microsurgical protocol that completely removes both canthi from the bulk of the
amnioserosa and from the two purse strings at the leading edges of the lateral epidermis
(Figure 3.1A‐B). As a consequence of canthi removal, dorsal closure tissues are left
without structures to maintain the curvature of the purse strings/actomyosin‐rich cables
and cannot perform the normal process of zipping and seam formation. Reliably,
following canthi removal, the purse strings become flatter – with time, creating two
nearly‐parallel fronts of lateral epidermis and diminishing the force contribution of the
purse strings toward closure. Thus, r∞, κ0 and Tκ, the relative stress produced by
the purse strings in the direction of closure decreases substantially. Remarkably, in the
absence of canthi, the leading edges proceed toward the dorsal midline at nearly native
rates, even when the leading edges consist of nearly parallel fronts. This suggests that
forces in the amnioserosa are upregulated or forces in the bulk of the lateral epidermis
are down‐regulated in the absence of canthi. Moreover, our observations demonstrate
that closure can succeed in the absence of the purse string curvature that is necessary for
a recently proposed model of closure with purse strings as ratchets (Solon et al., 2009).
The proposed purse string ratchets create net displacement of the leading edges by
preventing ventral‐ward lateral epidermal relaxation after force pulses from the apical
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contraction of amnioserosa cells. Together our experiments confirm the robust nature of
the dorsal closure process and support the existence of emergent properties that respond
to alterations in purse string/actomyosin cable geometry to ensure successful closure.

3.2 Results
3.2.1 Embryos Recover and Complete Closure after Canthi
Removal
To evaluate canthus function, we completely removed both canthi using laser
microsurgery monitored by confocal time‐lapsed microscopy (n>30, Figure 3.1A‐B). The
results were qualitatively highly reproducible regardless of the stage of closure when
the cuts were made or the GFP‐fusion protein used for imaging closure (GFP‐moeABD
for imaging F‐actin, Figure 3.1A, or DE‐cadherin‐GFP for imaging adherens junctions,
Figure 3.1B). Each incision, oriented perpendicular to the dorsal midline and spanning
~50 μm, was targeted ~10 μm inside the target canthus toward the center of the
amnioserosa and traversed each lateral epidermal sheet and the intervening
amnioserosa cells. To ensure complete severing of amnioserosa and lateral epidermis
tissue, initial cuts were sometimes followed by one or two additional identical cuts
(made immediately after the first cut). This laser surgery protocol reliably severed canthi
away from the bulk of the amnioserosa and both purse strings, thereby ensuring
complete physical and functional canthus removal. When visible, the region of the
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canthi severed away from the bulk of the amnioserosa appeared to collapse and
disappear over the course of approximately 20 minutes.

After a brief delay following canthus removal, closure proceeded at near native rates
even as the purse strings became flatter and created two nearly‐parallel fronts of lateral
epidermis. Without canthi, closure invariably completed, though the end stages of
closure were slow relative to native closure and eventually an edge to edge connection,
where contact points occur at a variety of different locations between the advancing
leading edges, serves to complete closure. This contrasts the bulk of native closure,
where seams are formed solely at the canthi, but is consistent with the final stages of
native closure or with closure in double canthus nicked embryos. In both cases, such
edge to edge contacts are commonplace (Hutson et al., 2003; Peralta et al., 2007;
Rodriguez‐Diaz et al., 2008). After closure completed, embryos that underwent canthus
removal continued to develop, most hatching into roaming larvae (26/30 hatched from
their vitelline envelopes).

We conclude from these data that although the canthi are physically and functionally
integrated into the tissues that are responsible for closure, they are not strictly
“required” for the completion of closure. Thus, these experimental manipulations
confirm previous observations which establish closure as a robust and resilient
morphogenic process.
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3.2.2 Characteristic, Reproducible Response Follows Canthi
Removal
Rapid changes to the geometry of the dorsal opening followed microsurgical removal of
the canthi (Figure 3.1A and 3.1B, embryos cut at different times during closure). After
canthus removal, the leading edges of the lateral epidermis and their included purse
strings relaxed away from the sites of incision in two main directions: along the length of
the purse string and away from the dorsal midline in ventral‐ward recoil. When cut at
early stages, the immediate changes were most dramatic and the purse strings lost a
substantial amount of curvature in minutes (compare the early cut in Figure 3.1A and
traces in Figure 3.1Aiv to the late cut in Figure 3.1B and traces in Fig. 3.2Ai‐Aiii). In
addition, recoil along the length of the purse‐strings is also more dramatic after early
versus later cuts (see below). As closure progresses after either cutting condition,
curvature continues to change, flattening to nearly horizontal. However, when cut at
later stages, there is little change in curvature directly following canthus removal.

In order evaluate the effects of double canthus removal experiments on dorsal closure
more quantitatively, we selected a time midway through closure and characterized the
effects of double canthus removal in detail (Figure 3.1B, 3.1E and Figures 3.2‐3.4). We
avoided early stages with more dramatic effects because they were less quantitatively
reproducible. Data reported in the following sections represent analyses of 6 embryos
that were labeled with DE‐cadherin‐GFP and cut during a short temporal window
during which the distance between the symmetry points of the leading edges at the time
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of the cut was 68  1 μm. In each embryo, the symmetry point for the leading edges was
specified in the first frame of the experiment as the point where the opposing leading
edges were maximally separated (measured perpendicular to the dorsal midline,
detailed in Chapter 5: Experimental Procedures). We selected 6 additional positions for
height measurements, three on either side of the symmetry point (diagrammed in Figure
3.1Diii), and plotted their heights over time (see Figure 3.1E and Figure 3.2Bi‐Biii). The
reproducibility of the cuts made during this short temporal window is highlighted in
Figure 3.2Bi‐Biii where the responses of all six embryos are shown on the same plots.

The response to double canthus removal was greatest adjacent to the sites of the cuts
and was minimal at the symmetry point (i.e., near the center of the embryo). The
distance of ventral‐ward recoil along the intact leading edges for the single embryo
shown in Figure 3.1B is shown for a few select positions along the leading edges in the
plots of Figure 3.1E and for the entire upper leading edge by comparing the traces from
different times before and after the incisions shown in Figure 3.2Bi‐Biii. The positions
farthest from the symmetry point and closest to the incisions illustrate the difference in
magnitude of response to canthus removal – at sites closest to the incision, the response
is greatest. The bulk of the remaining leading edge exhibited this same behavior, i.e.,
little movement away from the dorsal midline after canthi removal.

These observations, that immediately following the cuts the shape and position of the
majority of the leading edge remains remarkably unchanged, especially when canthi
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were removed during mid‐stages of closure (Figure 3.2Ai‐Aiii), provide insight into the
mechanical properties of the dorsally closing embryo as follows. First, they indicate that
removal of the canthi has little impact on the force balance at the symmetry point. More
substantial changes near the cuts provide insight into the forces that act locally in tissue.
The maximum responses to the cuts were seen on the leading edges located near the
incisions, which agrees with our previously published work (Rodriguez‐Diaz et al.,
2008).

3.2.3 A Lag Phase Follows Canthus Removal, Then Closure
Resumes
After 5‐10 minutes, the net movement of the leading edges resumed toward the dorsal
midline (Figure 3.1E). We specify the end of the overall leading edge recoil as occurring
when any part of the leading edge begins moving dorsally again.

We do not fully understand why there is a 5 – 10 min lag before the resumption of
closure. We speculate that the rapid contraction of stretched arrays of actomyosin in the
amnioserosa, the supra‐cellular purse strings and the lateral epidermis causes
rearrangements in the contractile apparatus that are incompatible with their ability to
immediately (re)engage in the process of closure. By this hypothesis, the lag represents
a period during which contractile elements are re‐organized so that they can participate
effectively in the progress of closure under the new geometry of the contributing tissues
that is the consequence of recoil after laser surgery. The recoil, the lag and the
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subsequent resumption of closure after canthus removal is consistent with tissue
responses seen following microsurgery on the amnioserosa or the actomyosin purse
strings (Kiehart et al., 2000; Hutson et al., 2003; Rodriguez‐Diaz et al., 2008).

3.2.4 Complete Canthi Removal Causes Initial Contraction of
Leading Edges Away From Incision Site
In addition to the ventral‐ward recoil following canthus removal, the leading edges
recoil along their length. Shortening of the actomyosin purse strings is confirmed by
inspection of GFP‐moe‐ABD labeled embryos and supports the response to less
extensive laser surgical cuts and for transgenic mosaic analysis of myosin function
which together demonstrate that the leading edge is under tension (Kiehart et al., 2000;
Franke et al., 2005; Rodriguez‐Diaz et al., 2008). In order to determine the extent of
contraction the leading edge undergoes following canthus removal, we measured the
movements of fiducials on the leading edges before, during, and after the cutting
procedure.

Each embryo has four free edges of cut purse string – two purse strings, each cut at the
anterior and the posterior ends. For each free edge, four fiducials were tracked and
distance measurements were calculated from the reference fiducial, the one located
farthest from the cut edge and closest to the middle of the dorsal opening (Figure 3.3A‐
C).
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Together we interpret these observations to confirm that T is an important force in
closure, that the leading edge is under tension and that during closure, and that
individual cells that form part of the purse strings are stretched compared to their rest
lengths (Kiehart et al., 2000; Franke et al., 2005; Rodriguez‐Diaz et al., 2008).

3.2.5 In the Absence of Canthi, Arced Purse-Strings/Leading
Edges Flatten
In the absence of canthi, the leading edges become flatter or straighter and less curved.
This is because, after the loss of the canthi, the rate at which one leading edge
approaches the dorsal midline, dh/dt, is faster at the symmetry point than elsewhere in
the embryo (without canthi, we define “h” as ½ H, see supplement for details). This
contrasts leading edge movement in native dorsal closure, where the rate of progress
toward the dorsal midline is constant along the length of the leading edge. This
constancy yields a regular geometric pattern of movement we previously described as a
“setting sun” model (Peralta et al., 2008; Sokolow et al., 2012). Thus the leading edges of
a natively closing embryo reach the dorsal midline much like the circumference of a
setting sun reaches the horizon – at a constant rate. The faster rate of closure at the
symmetry point after canthus removal establishes that the “setting sun” model for
closure requires canthi and their function.

The leading edges begin to flatten during recoil and continue to become flatter when net
dorsal‐ward movement of the leading edge resumes. We characterized the rate of
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flattening over the course of recoil and recovery by fitting the contours of the remaining
leading edges to quadratic curves and then calculated the radius of a circular curve that
best fit the quadratic approximation (1/r = , see overlays in Figure 3.3D). We found that
it took approximately 60 minutes for the leading edges to reach curvatures at or near
zero (Figure 3.3E) and in almost all cases the flatter edges were essentially parallel to the
dorsal midline.

The more flattened, parallel geometry that the leading edges adopt suggests a
fundamental and emergent symmetry between the forces on the leading edge of the
lateral epidermis at the anterior and posterior canthi, despite asymmetry in underlying
structures at the two canthi (the forming hind gut is positioned between the amnioserosa
and the yolk at the posterior canthus). If the adhesion between the amnioserosa and the
underlying yolk at the anterior end provided substantial mechanical stability for dorsal
closure as has been suggested previously (Narasimha and Brown, 2004), one would
expect differences in the response to laser cuts in the anterior and posterior.

Once the leading edges are substantially flatter, nearly all contraction that occurs along
the leading edges can only decrease the anterior/posterior span of the purse string and
the tissue that surrounds it – as the purse strings become flatter, r, 0 so Τ  0.

3.2.6 Without Canthi, Amnioserosa Cell Shape Changes are
Similar to Native Amnioserosa
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Our analyses of closure after canthus removal reveals that closure can occur with
substantially diminished contribution from purse string contraction. We hypothesize
that closure without canthi occurs due to either up‐regulating force in the amnioserosa,
reducing opposing force from the lateral epidermis, or some combination of the two. To
determine whether or not forces in the amnioserosa were upregulated following canthus
removal, we executed laser‐effected mechanical jump strategies. Unfortunately, trauma
due to surgery was too great: embryos consistently split open, leaking yolk contents and
thereby confounding instantaneous recoil measurements of amnioserosa tension release
(n=4). As a consequence, we looked to amnioserosa cell shape change in native and
laser‐perturbed embryos to determine if the geometry of amnioserosa contraction was
altered during closure without canthi.

Despite difficulties in following cells directly adjacent to the canthus‐removing cuts, a
qualitative assessment of amnioserosa cell shape changes near sites of incisions did not
reveal gross differences between unperturbed and canthus removal embryos. Directly
after microsurgery, some cut‐adjacent amnioserosa cells exhibited an initial stretch and
elongated along the dorsoventral axis – parallel to the cut axis (Figure 3.4). Ultimately,
however, amnioserosa cells near incision sites tended to contract in a qualitatively
similar fashion as their more central amnioserosa cell neighbors and fill the space
allowed by the flattening leading edges.
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For the bulk of the amnioserosa, we took a closer look at two types of cell shape changes
and found that after canthus removal, amnioserosa cells followed the same patterns seen
in unperturbed embryos for these specific cell shape measurements. First, we looked at
the previously documented phenomenon where amnioserosa cells near the lateral
epidermis leading edges reduce their apical surface area before more central
amnioserosa cells (Fernández et al., 2007; Gorfinkiel et al., 2009). As seen in Figure 3.5,
canthus removal did not appear to affect this qualitative aspect of amnioserosa cell
shape change. Amnioserosa cells closest to the purse strings (cells marked with green
cross, Figure 3.5C’‐D’) took on a more lateral shape sooner than amnioserosa cells
farther from the purse strings (orange asterisk, Figure 3.5C’‐D’). Furthermore,
amnioserosa cells of embryos that have undergone canthus removal constrict their apical
surfaces from an approximately isotropic polygon to a cell with an elongated
anterior/posterior axis in a manner qualitatively similar to that of native, unperturbed
embryos. Thus, the change in shape of the four cells from a control embryo are
highlighted in Figure 3.5E‐E’ and display similar changes in morphology as the four
amnioserosa cells in Figure 3.5F’ after complete canthus removal and some leading edge
flattening.

From these observations, we conclude that complete canthus removal and leading edge
flattening does not dramatically alter these qualitative measurements of amnioserosa
cell shape changes. Even with the altered leading edge and purse string geometry that
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eliminates the supracellular contractile purse string force contribution to closure, the
amnioserosa cells apically constrict in qualitatively similar asymmetric patterns, both
temporally and spatially, as they would in native closure. Thus, the change in force
contribution by the amnioserosa and/or lateral epidermis that compensates for the
altered purse string geometry after canthus removal must occur while maintaining these
specific native amnioserosa cell shape constraints. A more quantitative analysis of
amnioserosal cell shape following double canthus removal may provide further insight
into canthus function.

3.3 Discussion
In total, these canthus removal experiments offer insight into the biomechanical
properties of a robust and resilient epithelial morphogenetic process. In order for the
embryo to ensure a continuous epidermis, dorsal closure can withstand substantal
perturbations to the compliment of tissues and supracellular structures that produce
force and drive morphogenesis. Without canthi to perform zipping and maintain purse
string curvature, closure continues to completion. The altered leading edge geometry,
which diminishes the force contribution of the purse string, does not substantially
change the rate of closure or the specific pattern of amnioserosa cell shape changes that
we measured. Further quantitative analysis and experiments can explore the precise
change in the relative forces that contribute to closure. The relative force contribution of
amnioserosa cells after canthus removal may be examined by removing only one of the
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two canthi before cutting the amnioserosa to measure its relative recoil velocity. This
method would leave more tissue intact than previous attempts and potentially provide
the internal control of the unperturbed canthus. In addition, the edge to edge seam
formation that occurs without canthi could be dissected with careful analysis of the final
stages of closure after canthus removal with different genotypes that highlight segment
matching and allow visualization of filopodia and lamellipodia behavior.
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Figure 3.1: Canthus Removal Procedure Results in Flatter, Nearly Parallel Leading
Edges and Near‐Native Rates of Closure
(A) Time‐lapse confocal micrographs of an embryo ubiquitously expressing GFP‐moe‐
ABD to label F‐actin. Arrowheads in (Aii) highlight location of greatest recoil and near‐
linearity of purse string minutes after cuts were initiated. Time is given from the start of
the first incision. Linear traces of leading edges are shown with a different color for each
time point, labeled with the time stamp from the corresponding micrograph (Aiv). (B‐C)
Time‐lapse confocal micrographs are shown of two embryos ubiquitously expressing
DE‐cadherin‐GFP to visualize cell boundaries. Time is set to 0 min in (B) for the first
image stack taken following canthus removal. In (C), time is set to 0 min when height,
H, at its symmetry point matches that in (Bi). (D) A canthus removal schematic
represents a dorsal closure staged embryo with amnioserosa, AS, lateral epidermis, LE,
canthi, CA, and the sites where incisions were made, dashed lines, before (Di) and after
(Dii) canthus removal. (Diii) A diagram of the dorsal opening illustrates the 7 locations
along the leading edges where height, H, was measured. (E) Plot of height vs. time for
the embryo in (B) at positions diagramed in (Diii). Scale bars represent 20μm. Scale bar
in (Aiii) applies to (A), and scale bar in (Civ) applies to (B) and (C).
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Figure 3.2: Response to Canthus Removal is Most Apparent Near Incisions
(A) Traces of one leading edge at different time points before, during, and after canthus
removal during mid‐stages of closure. Traces are colored according to the time scale
shown below color bar. Time is given from the start of the first canthus cut, same as in
(B) below and Figure 3.1E. For reference, the last trace in Ai is shown in Aii and the last
trace in Aii is shown in Aiii. Arrowheads in Aii indicate regions of leading edge that
exhibit subtle ventral‐ward recoil (posterior end) or retraction along the path of the
leading edge (anterior end). (B) Plots illustrate the similarity of response that six
individual embryos exhibit after canthus removal. Each color represents a different
embryo; the same color in each of the three plots corresponds to the same embryo. Each
plot reports height measurements at a distinct location on the embryo (see Figure 3.1Diii).
Measurements from an un‐perturbed embryo, the same embryo as in Figure 3.1C, are
shown as a grey line in each plot.
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Figure 3.3: Lateral Epidermis Leading Edges Recoil from Sites of Incision then Re‐
extend while also Flattening to Near‐Parallel Fronts as Closure Proceeds
Schematics shown in (A) and (A’) illustrate the Euclidean and the Ventral‐ward distance
measurements plotted over time in (B, C) and (B’, C’), respectively. (B, B’) Plots report
data from a single cut edge for distance measured between a reference fiducial (orange
bar in inset) and three distinct fiducials (ovals in inset, distance from cut: yellow, closest;
red, intermediate; blue, farthest). (C, C’) Plots compare distance between free edges in a
single embryo, all for fiducials closest to cut (yellow ovals in inset) to the reference
fiducial (bars in inset). Color in plot references location on embryo: orange, anterior‐left;
pink, posterior‐left; purple, anterior‐right; light blue, posterior‐right. Vertical dashed
lines in (B, B’, C, C’) indicate the time of the cuts to the posterior (maroon) and anterior
(green). (D) Confocal fluorescent micrograph of an embryo ubiquitously expressing DE‐
cadherin‐GFP before (left) and after (right) cuts. Overlay illustrates curvature‐finding
procedure. A snakes algorithm locates leading edges with optimally positioned snake
points (‐blue dots). Polynomial fits (red lines) are converted to curvature, plotted (E, F).
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Figure 3.4: No Dramatic Changes to Central Amnioserosa Cell Shapes after Canthi
Removal
Time‐lapse confocal micrographs are shown of embryo in Figure 3.1B directly before (A)
and after (B) canthus removal procedure. Embryo is ubiquitously expressing DE‐
cadherin‐GFP to visualize cell‐cell boundaries.
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Figure 3.5: After Canthus Removal, Specific Amnioserosa Cell Shape Changes Appear
Qualitatively Similar in Unperturbed Embryos: Cells near Leading Edges Reduce
Area before Central Cells and Cells Reduce Area to Asymmetric Shapes
Confocal fluorescent micrographs are shown of two embryos ubiquitously expressing
DE‐cadherin‐GFP to label cell‐cell junctions at two specific time points during closure.
Height measured at the symmetry points of both embryos is 124 μm for the earlier time
point and 46 μm in the later or post‐surgery time point. A control, un‐perturbed
embryo is shown early (A, C, E) and late (A’, C’, E’) in closure. An embryo from which
both canthi were removed is shown early in closure before microsurgery (B, D, F), and
late in closure (B’, D’, F’). Red and yellow boxes drawn in first row outline the regions
of interest enlarged in lower panels (red boxes correspond to second row, yellow to
third row).
(C, C’) Amnioserosa cells in control embryos near the leading edge (e.g., cell marked
with green+) apically constricted before those farther from the leading edge (orange
asterisk). (D, D’) Experimental embryos qualitatively followed the same pattern.
Asymmetric area reduction occurred in both control and experimental embryos. In each
case, a single cell (black outline) and three neighboring cells (red outlines) are
highlighted as they change from nearly isotropic shapes (E, F) to asymmetric shapes (E’,
F’) with long axis oriented along the anterior/posterior axis. Scale bars are 20 microns.
Scale bar in (B’) applies to (A, A’, B, B’), in (D’) to (C, C’, D, D’), and in (F’) to panels (E,
E’, F, F’).
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Chapter 4: Conclusions and Future Directions
This work focuses on canthus structure and function and provides a framework for the
analysis of zipping which occurs during dorsal closure. The process of zipping involves
multiple tissues and systems which make it an excellent target for further investigation –
there is much more to discover. At the canthi, each of the force contributing
tissues/structures in dorsal closure participates to create an ultimately complete,
seamless dorsal epidermis. Thus, at the canthi, one can observe the opposing leading
edges interacting via actin‐based protrusions, a supracellular actomyosin purse string
along each leading edge, and the apically contractile amnioserosa cells lying beneath
and between the lateral epidermis leading edges.

Throughout the canthus, actin‐based filopodia and lamellipodia actively form, move,
and either disassemble or transition into stable interactions when protrusions from
opposing matching cells interact (Jacinto et al., 2000; Millard and Martin, 2008). The
study of filopodia and lamellipodia composes a substantial and active field of research,
though much of the existing knowledge of these actin‐based protrusions comes from in
vitro studies using tissue culture systems (Vasioukhin and Fuchs, 2001; Arjonen et al.,
2011; Schwarz and Gardel, 2012). The zipping process provides an opportunity for
looking at the formation and function of filopodia and lamellipodia in vivo while they
participate in the morphogenesis of a developing embryo.
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Zipping in the canthus also involves another set of actin‐rich structures – the
supracellular actomyosin purse strings that run along both lateral epidermis leading
edges. The purse strings contribute force to closure via myosin‐dependent contraction
in sarcomere‐like repeats of elastic/contractile units (Franke et al., 2005).

The amnioserosa also plays a key role in the structure and function of the canthus.
Moreover, this active apically contractile tissue also reaches beneath both leading edges.
As described in Chapter 2, amnioserosa cells in the canthi occur elongated in the
anterior/posterior axis. This elongation and apical reduction becomes progressively
more severe in each Canthus Zone, ultimately reaching a point where individual cell
boundaries cannot be resolved. As yet, the amnioserosa has no demonstrated role in
zipping, though the contribution it makes to closure is well established. One possibility
is that apical constriction of amnioserosal cells provides forces that help bring the lateral
epidermal cell sheets in sufficiently close apposition to allow further adhesion
development for zipping. Indeed, during dorsal closure, the amnioserosa produces
force that promotes closure via actomyosin contractility from cortical apical belts and
medial apical patches that help draw free leading edges together. However and
intriguingly, the cortical belts of amnioserosa cells in the canthus region are oriented
perpendicular to the direction of closure and zipping, suggesting that they contribute
little if any force to bring leading edges cells together for zipping. If the amnioserosa is
shown to play a role in zipping, the mechanism of this contribution may be through
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cortical junctional belts and/or through apical medial actomyosin arrays, or more likely,
through some as yet unknown force‐producing elements.

With all that is going on with the canthi, including their role as anchors of the purse
strings, it is perhaps surprising that complete canthus removal is followed by closure at
native or nearly native rates and that two measures of amnioserosa cell shape changes
are indistinguishable from those in native closure (see Chapter 3). However, after
canthus removal, the dorsal opening does assume a novel geometry where the opposing
purse strings become parallel to one another, thus eliminating any force contribution the
purse strings can make toward closure. That closure proceeds at native (or nearly
native) rates without the possibility of contribution from the purse strings demonstrates
that closure need not occur with the purse strings acting as ratchets to stabilize the
incremental progress of the amnioserosa (Solon et al., 2009). In addition, the native (or
nearly native) rate of closure without purse string contribution creates the question –
what are the mechanisms by which the various contributors to closure are regulated in
order to compensate for the altered geometry and balance of forces?

Though this work elucidated many features of the dorsal closure canthi, each new
finding has created more open questions for future studies. In this chapter, I describe
some of these new findings and the open questions that they create.
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4.1 The Canthus Resolves into Three Morphologically
Distinct Zones
In this work, I describe three functionally and morphologically distinct zones of the
dorsal closure canthus. During dorsal closure, free leading edges enter the canthus
region when actin‐based projections from opposing leading edges begin to interact.
These interactions occur in Canthus Zone 1 where the filopodia, lamellipodia, and stable
interactions between opposing projections increase in number. In the same canthus
zone, the underlying and intervening amnioserosa cells assume a drastic asymmetric
apical area reduction, becoming elongated in the anterior/posterior direction and
collapsing to near zero breadth along the left to right axis. Canthus Zone 2 occurs where
filopodia and lamellipodia interweaving increases in density to such an extent that
individual projections are no longer resolvable. Canthus Zone 2 is functionally distinct
from Canthus Zone 1 in its ability to resist separation of the the leading edge following
mechanical jump experiments designed to force them apart and its ability to undergo
‘sliding’, despite edge to edge adhesions, in order to match segmentally patterned
leading edge cells. Finally, Canthus Zone 3 is characterized by a substantial actin‐based
seam where opposing leading edges are juxtaposed. Beneath each canthus zone, some
amnioserosa cells remain and become more and more apically reduced with each
canthus zone. In fact, beneath Canthus Zone 3, an apparently ‘closed’ epidermal
surface, a few apically elongated amnioserosa cells remain (Lu et al., submitted). These
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three canthus zones provide a useful system of classification that facilitates further
investigation into the canthus and the process of zipping that takes place there.

While it is clear that the amnioserosa is present in the canthus during zipping, the role, if
any that the amnioserosa tissue may play in zipping remains unknown. Fortunately,
there are several methods available to interrogate this role. The GAL4/UAS system has
proven to be a useful tool in studying the features of individual tissues/structures
during dorsal closure (Franke et al., 2005). Expressing a GFP‐tagged, functional zipper
(myosin II) transgene selectively in epidermal cells via the e22c‐GAL4 expression driver
creates a mosaic effect of rescue in a zygotic zipper‐null embryo – some cells overexpress
GFP‐tagged myosin II, others show no discernible amount. These embryos previously
revealed that zip/myosin II is required in the purse string to bring leading edge cells into
the canthus (Franke et al., 2005). Similarly, to investigate the role of the amnioserosa in
zipping, one could screen embryos of this mosaic GAL4‐driven rescue genotype for
those without GFP‐tagged zipper rescue in the specific amnioserosa cells found in the
canthus region. These canthus amnioserosa cells will be lacking in zipper rescue and
thus the capacity for actomyosin contractility. Carefully characterizing zipping in these
embryos will shed some light on the role of the amnioserosa in zipping.

Alternatively, a laser microsurgery scheme can reveal further information about the role
the amnioserosa plays in the canthus and in zipping. While visualizing F‐actin in a
native, wild type embryo (sGMCA, see Chapter 5), we could use laser microsurgery to
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completely remove the amnioserosa with two ‘edge cut’ procedures that ablate the
peripheral amnioserosa just inside both leading edges. The edge cut protocol leaves the
lateral epidermis intact, including both canthi and the leading edges with actomyosin
purse strings. These experiments will offer insight into the ability of the embryo to
create stable connections between opposing leading edges that are brought together
without the help of intervening amnioserosa cells that provide closure‐promoting force
via actomyosin contractility. After a single attempt of this experiment, I observed an
unusual method of closure and zipping – the leading edge no longer displayed any
actin‐based projections and closure appeared to proceed as if a single, round contractile
ring became smaller and smaller, rather than having clear corners at canthi where native
zipping might occur (data not shown). Repeating this experiment will provide further
evidence for this version of closure and zipping that occurs without intervening
amnioserosa.

In addition to studying the contribution that any amnioserosa cells can make to zipping
and canthus form and function, there is also the possibility of studying a clonally
distinct sub‐population of amnioserosa cells that have a novel position in that they lie
almost entirely beneath the leading edge of lateral epidermal cells for the entirety of
dorsal closure. A fortuitous byproduct of unsuccessful work toward an escargot
enhancer‐specific GAL4 driver created a GAL4 line that primarily expresses in these
peripheral amnioserosa cells where no escargot expression was detectable (Wada et al.,
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2007). Using this GAL4 fly line, one can observe the effects of rescuing a zipper mutant
embryo solely in its peripheral amnioserosa cells. It may be necessary to combine this
driver with a lateral epidermis specific driver to exclude effects to the zipping process of
myosin‐deficiency in lateral epidermal cells. Observing the form and function of the
canthus in these embryos can address whether or not there is a distinct function for
these amnioserosa cells as opposed to more medial amnioserosa cells.

4.2 Mechanical Jump Experiments Distinguish between
Canthus Zones
When we first became interested in the process of zipping, we were immediately struck
with the question of whether or not the process of zipping, in addition to its role in
creating cell‐cell adhesions between opposing sheets of lateral epidermis, also
contributed force to the bulk of the closure movement. We showed (Hutson et al., 2003;
Peralta et al., 2007) that laser surgery designed to block zipping did not impede the
progress of closure. We also applied our established mechanical jump protocol to ablate
additional tissue locations, which caused a release of tension and local tissue recoil.
With careful measurements, the instantaneous recoil velocity of the tissue was used to
establish the relative force contribution of different tissues (Hutson et al., 2003; Peralta et
al., 2007; Toyama et al., 2008). In Chapter 2, I assessed the reaction of each canthus zone
to the separating force to opposing leading edges caused by recoil after cuts in the
amnioserosa near the canthus. This revealed which canthus zones remained together,
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thus possessing the necessary strength and stability of adhesions between opposing
lateral epidermal sheets. In Canthus Zone 1, where initial interactions between
opposing leading edges take place, the protrusion‐protrusion connections broke after
nearby amnioserosa cuts and subsequent recoils caused a localized separation between
free leading edges up through part of Canthus Zone 1. In contrast, regions of leading
edges found in either in Canthus Zone 2 or Canthus Zone 3 did not separate after the
proximal recoil but rather remained anchored together by more stable adhesions after
the cut caused adjacent leading edge separation. This amount of stability to the
adhesions in Canthus Zone 2 adds to the already intriguing collection of data concerning
this canthus zone. In Canthus Zone 2, the adhesions are stable and also somewhat
changeable such that they allow the sliding of opposing leading edge cells across one
another to ensure a match between the pre‐existing segmental patterning of both edges.

One way to further develop this line of inquiry is to apply the modified mechanical
jump experiments mentioned above to interrogate the mechanical properties of canthi in
embryos with a particular molecule or complex disabled. This method would assess
how individual molecules affect the mechanical properties of the canthus – which
contribute to its native wild type characteristic zipping. During my studies of the
canthus zones, I applied the modified mechanical jump technique to zipper null embryos
with results that were visibly interesting but also complicated by the potential difference
in the force that the mechanical jump exerted on the canthus zones due to the reduced
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amount of contractile myosin II in the ablated amnioserosa cells. A future attempt at
assessing the role of myosin II in the strength and stability of each canthus zone would
circumvent this complication by using the mosaic zipper rescue embryos without the
GFP‐tagged zipper rescue in canthus amnioserosa cells. To achieve closer to wild type
tension release and leading edge separating force, the nearby amnioserosa cells that are
cut would need to be sufficiently rescued by GFP‐zipper expression and the lateral
epidermis and purse string would also need to be expressing sufficient GFP‐zipper for
rescue. Of course, using this technique with other candidate molecules or complexes
would bring further understanding to the mechanisms that control the strength and
stability of adhesion in each canthus zone.

Another set of experiments to extend my existing data would make use of more recently
published laser microsurgery experiments and would more directly access the relative
force contribution of the zipping process. More than one research group has published
data of laser microsurgery targeting specific subcellular structures without damaging
nearby cellular structures or terminally damaging the cell itself (Colombelli et al., 2009;
Ma et al., 2009). One experiment in particular consisted of a subcellular cut to an apical
actomyosin contractile patch that resulted in the cell boundaries expanding out as
evidence of tension release. After this expansion, an additional cut was made to the cell
and further recoil from cellular structures that remained functional and under tension
was observed (Ma et al., 2009). By extension of this and other similar experiments, we
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would attempt to target filopodia without cutting amnioserosa and vice versa to get at
the relative contribution each tissue makes to the zipping process. By looking at the
relative recoil velocity and the geometry of tissue recoil, we would gain insight about
tissue stiffness and stability and the contractile and adhesion forces that resist the anti‐
closure pull of lateral epidermis stretching. These two cuts would potentially be the
beginning of further zipping and closure studies targeting other specific structures, e.g.
cutting only peripheral amnioserosa cells or cutting only in specific canthus zones.

4.3 After Canthi Removal, Closure Continues at Nearly
Native Rates
Chapter 3 went through a set of experiments where both canthi in an embryo were
severed from the bulk of the amnioserosa and lateral epidermis leading edges. The
remarkable and reproducible response to this cutting procedure was that both leading
edges became more flattened out over time, creating two nearly parallel fronts of lateral
epidermis that nonetheless approached the dorsal midline at native (or nearly native)
rates. Part of what makes the native rates of closure remarkable is that with diminishing
curvature, contraction in the supracellular purse strings makes substantially less force
contribution toward closure. The most obvious mechanism for this phenomenon is that
the remaining amnioserosa cells upregulate their force contribution such that they now
pull enough to compensate for diminishing force contribution from the purse strings
(Peralta et al., 2007). As we have done previously to demonstrate native and laser‐
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perturbed relative force contribution of the amnioserosa, we have attempted cutting
through the edge of the amnioserosa after both canthi had been removed and the
leading edges had reach a point of flatness. Thus far, our attempts at this protocol
caused considerable yolk leakage as the embryo fell apart. In order to accomplish this
procedure successfully, I propose two alternate experimental designs. The first design
makes only a few modifications to the original protocol: a more precise targeting (in the
ʹzʹ dimension) for the amnioserosa cut, and performing the amnioserosa cut of a canthi‐
less and parallel purse string dorsal opening at a later point in closure. Some
preliminary data of embryos cut early in closure vs. embryos cut later in closure showed
that over the course of closure the dorsal closure relevant tissues and structures became
more stable and displayed less dramatic responses to cuts than did embryos cut earlier
in closure (see Figure 3.1, Chapter 3). Based on these data and other personal experience
with laser microsurgery, the proposed modifications to the mechanical jump after a
canthus removal protocol are more likely to succeed. The yolk sac would not be severed
and the remaining tissue would stay intact such that an initial recoil velocity could be
measured and compared to amnioserosa cuts on otherwise unperturbed embryos of the
same stage in dorsal closure. The second experimental design starts from a different
initial condition before the mechanical jump cuts are made to the amnioserosa. In this
approach, only one of the two canthi is severed before the amnioserosa is cut and then
the instantaneous recoil velocity is measured at all points along the leading edge.
Previously, I have performed the initial single canthus removal procedure on at least 5
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embryos and observed that the opposing leading edges did flatten in response to this
cut, though only on the side of the dorsal opening where the canthus had been removed.
A mechanical jump experiment where the amnioserosa was cut after a single canthus
removal would leave an entire half of the dorsal opening intact before the amnioserosa
cut and substantially reduce the chance that any yolk or other tissue rupture would
occur.
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4.4 After Canthi Removal, Amnioserosa Cells Shape
Changes are Indistinguishable from Native Closure
In addition to cutting the amnioserosa to interrogate its response to canthus removal
and the altered purse string geometry/force contribution – we also observed various cell
shape changes in amnioserosa cells after canthus removal. When compared to native
embryos, the two specific cell shape changes that we measured showed no substantial
difference. Both sets of embryos followed the same qualitatively measured sequence of
apical area reductions with those amnioserosa cells nearest to the lateral epidermis
leading edges reducing their apical area first. Then, gradually, amnioserosa cells further
and further from the leading edges began to reduce their apical areas. The most central
amnioserosa cells were the last to start their apical area reduction (see Figure 3.4,
Chapter 3). We also found that the specific change in aspect ratio that amnioserosa cells
underwent during dorsal closure was not substantially different with or without
canthus presence and more productive leading edge curvature. Both laser‐perturbed
and native amnioserosa cells progress during closure from nearly isotropic to
substantially anisotropic.

Despite the above evidence that these specific qualitatively measured properties of the
amnioserosa do not substantially change after complete canthus removal, the simplest
explanation of native closure rates after canthus removal remains that the relative force
contribution of the amnioserosa is upgregulated to compensate for the diminishing
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purse string contribution once the leading edges become more flattened. Fortunately,
multiple studies exist that provide ways to assess the potential force contribution of the
amnioserosa by observing the amnioserosa cells and their shape changes over time.
Previously, it was discovered that amnioserosa cell delamination (which leads to
apoptosis) provides an additional source of force production to the more obvious
actomyosin contractility apparent in the cortical apical actomyosin bands following the
cell boundaries and apical medial actomyosin patches (Toyama et al., 2008). Looking at
the ‘apoptotic rate,’ or number of cells that underwent delamination during dorsal
closure over time, revealed an upregulation of the force contribution of the amnioserosa
after repeated nicks to the amnioserosa in the canthi inhibited zipping. Mechanical
jump experiments also revealed that inhibiting the cell delamination with amnioserosa‐
specific expression of an apoptotic inhibitor (p35) caused lower relative amnioserosa
force contribution to closure. Increasing the number of cells undergoing cell
delamination had the opposite effect, expression of apoptosis‐promoting grim in the
amnioserosa caused greater instantaneous recoil velocity after amnioserosa cuts
signifying a greater force contribution from the amnioserosa in these embryos. A similar
set of experiments would help determine whether or not the amnioserosa, after canthus
removal, responds by modulating the ‘apoptotic rate’. It would also be interesting to
discern whether or not the asymmetry that exists in native closure, in terms of number
of apoptotic evens and canthus angle, would still be present once the canthi are removed
and the canthus angle asymmetry no longer applies.
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In addition to cell delamination, the amnioserosa has also been interrogated for the
apparent oscillations that occur in each amnioserosa cell during closure (Gorfinkiel et al.,
2009; Solon et al., 2009; Blanchard et al., 2010; Sokolow et al., 2012). More than one
group has looked into these oscillations and found patterns in where the oscillations
occur and the progression of the oscillatory behavior over the course of closure. A
future series of canthus removal experiments with more frequent image capture after
canthus removal would allow for amnioserosa cell boundary tracking over time and an
analysis of amnioserosa cell apical area oscillations and any patterns that occur that may
or may not be similar to those in native closure.

In total, the observations and experiments described in this dissertation create a basis for
a number of future canthus discoveries. In particular, the experiments outlined above
where some preliminary trials exist are excellent opportunities to further these studies.
The canthus in dorsal closure remains an area with a wealth of broadly relevant
questions to answer and the potential for wider exposure in the scientific community in
the future.
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Chapter 5: Experimental Procedures
5.1 Drosophila Strains

Two different GFP‐fusion transgenic strains of Drosophila embryos were examined in
these experiments. The primary strain used in Chapter 2 was UAS‐GFP‐actin driven by
e22c‐GAL4. For canthus formation, I used a strain with ftz‐GAL4 driving UAS‐GFPactin
and DE‐cadherin‐GFP expressed via a ubiquitin promoter/enhancer cassette (Oda and
Tsukita, 2001).

To illustrate segmental alignment, I used a strain with en‐GAL4 driving

UAS‐GFP‐moe with a single copy of sGMCA, a transgene that expresses the actin‐
binding domain of moesin (GFP‐moe) under the control of the ubiquitously expressing
spaghetti squash promoter and labels F‐actin (Kiehart et al., 2000). For canthus removal, I
used a strain with ubi‐DE‐cadherin‐GFP alone which facilitated examination of cell
shape changes and individual cell boundaries at the level of the adherens junctions.
Canthus removal experiments were repeated with a distinct strain containing sGMCA.

5.2 Embryo Preparation
Flies were maintained using standard methods and embryos were collected with small
population cages on grape agar plates and yeast paste (Roberts, 1998). Bleach‐
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dechorionated embryos were transferred to a grape‐agar pad and dorsal closure stage
embryos were selected and oriented dorsal side up in a grid layout for greater ease in
following which embryos to image and which embryos hatched into larvae one or more
days after imaging. A coverslip coated with ‘embryo glue’ was used to pick up the grid
of embryos and then the coverslip was placed, embryos down, on the gas‐permeable
Teflon membrane of a custom chamber containing a drop of a halocarbon oil mixture
(1:1 HC100 and HC70). A small amount of pressure was carefully applied to the
coverslip to distribute the oil and slightly flatten the dorsal surface of the embryo onto
the coverslip – this aided in imaging, as more of the dorsal opening was visible in fewer
z‐planes.

5.3 Confocal Microscopy and Laser Microsurgery
Confocal fluorescent imaging and laser microsurgery were performed as previously
described (Kiehart et al., 2006). The canthus formation time lapse micrographs were
taken with a 63x oil emersion 1.4NA objective a Zeiss Axioplan microscope fitted with a
Perkin Elmer spinning‐disc confocal head. Fluorescent images for all microsurgery
experiments were acquired with a 40x water emersion, 1.2NA objective on the same
Zeiss Axioplan system. Laser microsurgery experiments used 355nm light from a
tripled Nd:YAG Continuum Minilite II as the ablating beam. This beam was expanded
to match the rear aperture of the microscope objective and produced a near diffraction‐
limited focal spot at the specimen plane.
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Embryos for some control data sets were imaged on a Zeiss Axiovert 200M microscope
with Perkin Elmer spinning‐disc confocal head and ASI piezo x, y, z stage run by
Metamorph and a 25x Multi‐emersion objective, 0.8NA.

Canthus removal experiments were executed with dorsal closure staged, dechorionated,
and mounted sGMCA or ubi‐DE‐cadherin‐GFP embryos. The embryos were either
staged to be early in the closure process or at some point in closure when the maximum
height between leading edges measured approximately 70 microns across.

These embryos were initially imaged for at least 10 minutes (at 1 or 2 minute intervals)
to establish their un‐perturbed closure rate, stage, and native morphology, here native
refers to w; sGMCA or w; ubi‐DE‐cadherin‐GFP embryos that have not been laser
interrogated. Subsequent to this control imaging, a single‐image from the time lapse
sequence was transferred to the computer controlling both the laser microbeam shutter
and the actuated mirror. A line was drawn on the image, perpendicular to the dorsal
midline and approximately 30 pixels (12  3 microns) inside the canthus (i.e., toward the
middle of the embryo). Once the microbeam was setup to fire, the imaging program was
switched to image every 0.09 sec, with the image acquisition being triggered by the
pulses of the wounding laser. This method of using the wounding laser to trigger image
acquisition at an accelerated rate allowed for the embryo to be imaged while being cut
and prevented image occlusion by 355nm light‐induced auto‐fluorescence being strobed
by the spinning disk (we thank Rod Bunn of Vashaw Scientific for helping us to arrange
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this method of eliminating bloom due to autofluroescence). Previously, images acquired
during wounding contained a ‘bloom’ of pixel‐saturating broadband auto‐fluorescence
emitted by the embryo that was ‘strobed’ by the spinning disc of the confocal head and
occluded the imaged field (see movie from Rodriguez‐Diaz et al., 2008).

Embryos were first cut at their posterior side, a new line was drawn on a freshly
acquired image of the embryo and a second cut was executed at the anterior side.
Frequently, the focal plane had to be adjusted between the two separate incisions. To be
certain that connections between the canthi and the bulk of the amnioserosa and purse
strings were made 1‐3 times on each side.

After both posterior and anterior cuts were completed, the imaging system was
switched back into a less frequent frame rate with z‐stack acquisition. Embryos were
imaged with through‐focal z‐sections (complete z‐stacks were acquired at 2 minute
intervals) until the completion of closure.

The following day, slides were examined for hatch rates of imaged embryos, 26 of 30
embryos that underwent canthus removal hatched into roaming larvae.

5.4 dH/dt analysis of ubi-DE-cadherin-GFP embryos
The rate of dorsal closure was measured by established methods – an active contours
algorithm (‘snaking’) was applied to a time‐lapse sequence of confocal images (Hutson
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et al., 2003). The active contour or ‘snake’ followed the bright fluorescent boundary
between the amnioserosa cells and the adjacent lateral epidermis. The snaking plugin in
ImageJ was originally tailored to embryos ubiquitously expressing an F‐actin marker
(spaghetti squash promoter driven GFP‐moesin actin binding domain, sGMCA). The
actin marker localizes in wide supracellular purse strings at the leading edge of lateral
epidermal cells, which is also at the amnioserosa/lateral epidermis apical boundary.
Embryos from this fluorescent stock allowed for greater ease of snaking due to the
substantially increased fluorescent intensity and density along the purse strings.

In embryos expressing only green fluorescent DE‐cadherin, the position of the leading
edge of the lateral epidermis had to be estimated by its proximity to the boundary of the
amnioserosa cells. Amnioserosa cell boundaries display more prominent DE‐cadherin
fluorescence than the lateral epidermal cell boundaries. Even though the amnioserosa
cell boundaries that abutted the lateral epidermis were equally as bright as those from
amnioserosa cells found more centrally in the dorsal surface, the snaking algorithm was
still able to produce reliable tracking with the periodic human intervention to mask out
brightly fluorescent areas of the image that would consistently detour the snake away
from the true amnioserosa/lateral epidermis boundary. This intervention was efficiently
implemented with the paintbrush tool in ImageJ using an Intuos3 Wacom tablet and pen
to paint a black mask over those brightly fluorescent areas of the image that interfered
with the snakes plugin.
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Once the snakes algorithm produced snakes that accurately followed the
amnioserosa/lateral epidermis boundary, the coordinates of those snake contours were
read into a custom MATLAB program to calculate seven specific ‘Height’
measurements. As in previous publications (Hutson et al., 2003), a capital ‘H’ represents
the dorsal/ventral distance between the two opposing leading edges, as calculated along
one particular column of pixels in the image. In order to assure that this column of
pixels measures along the dorsal/ventral axis of the embryo, images were rotated
appropriately prior to snakes analysis. Specifically, the image stack was rotated by the
specific amount that causes the two canthi of the dorsal opening to occur along the same
row of pixels in the image (within a reasonable range of error – the canthi will slightly
change their relationship to one another throughout the closure process). To minimize
the deviation from a true anterior/posterior alignment of the two canthi, the entire stack
of images for the time‐lapse experiment was rotated by the same amount.

Using the first captured image of the embryo, the seven specific height measurements
were taken at points along the dorsal opening including the symmetry point and three
points to either side of it, each at a distance equal to 10% of the total A/P span of the
snake coordinates. We defined the symmetry point as the location along the dorsal
opening with maximum height in that initial captured image. The maximum height in
subsequent images may shift 1‐2 pixels to the left or right of our chosen ‘symmetry
point’ location, though we continue to call the same pixel location the ‘symmetry point’.
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5.5 Curvature and Leading Edge Contraction
Measurements
The same snake points used for Height calculations were also used to find curvature
using a custom MATLAB script.

Fiducial points were selected by hand in ImageJ at leading edge cell boundaries and
followed over the course of the experiment to find leading edge contraction with a
custom MATLAB script.

5.6 Amnioserosa Cell Boundary Segmentation and
Analysis
Amnioserosa cell boundaries were segmented by hand tracing cell outlines in ImageJ
(NIH) and recording measurements of cell area, perimeter, bounding box height and
width, and aspect ratio. Subsequent analysis of cell shape parameters was completed
with Excel.
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